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요 약
이 논문은 적외선 영상을 이용하여 보행자를 검출하고 추적하는 방법에 관한 것이다. 영상기반 보행 검출 및 추적 처리 속도를 개
선하기 위하여 병렬처리언어인 CUDA(Computer Unified Device Architecture)를 활용한다. 보행자 검출은 하르 유사 특징을 기반으로
Adaboost 알고리즘을 적용한다. Adaboost 분류는 적외선 영상으로 제작한 데이터셋을 이용하여 훈련한다. Adaboost 분류기로 보행자
를 검출한 후, HSV 히스토그램을 특징점으로 파티클 필터를 이용하여 보행자를 추적하는 방법을 제안한다. 제안하는 검출 및 추적 방
법을 Linux 환경에서 소프트웨어를 개발할 수 있는 NVIDIA의 Jetson TK1 개발보드 상에 구현하였다. 이 논문에서는 보행자 검출 및
추적을 CUDA 개발환경인 GPU를 이용하여 병렬처리한 결과를 나타내었다. GPU를 이용한 보행자 검출과 추적 처리 속도가 CPU 처
리속도에 비하여 약 6 배 빠른 것을 확인할 수 있다.
Abstract
This paper is about an approach for pedestrian detection and tracking with infrared imagery. We used the CUDA(Computer
Unified Device Architecture) that is a parallel processing language in order to improve the speed of video-based pedestrian
detection and tracking. The detection phase is performed by Adaboost algorithm based on Haar-like features. Adaboost classifier is
trained with datasets generated from infrared images. After detecting the pedestrian with the Adaboost classifier, we proposed a
particle filter tracking strategies on HSV histogram feature that exploit adaptively at the same time. The proposed approach is
implemented on an NVIDIA Jetson TK1 developer board that is full-featured device ideal for software development within the
Linux environment. In this paper, we presented the results of parallel processing with the NVIDIA GPU on the CUDA
development environment for detection and tracking of pedestrians. We compared the object detection and tracking processing time
for night-time images on both GPU and CPU. The result showed that the detection and tracking speed of the pedestrian with GPU
is approximately 6 times faster than that for CPU.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

so on. Detecting and Tracking of pedestrians in video se-

Object detection and tracking has been applied in various

be utilized to detect and track pedestrian of auto security

quence is one of the main issues of computer vision. It can

areas such as the automatic security surveillance systems,
human-computer interfaces, smart vehicle systems and so
[1-3]

on

[1-3]

monitoring system and smart vehicle system

.

In recent years, feature-based pedestrian detection algo-

. Automatic security surveillance system has become

rithm that employs training and classification methods is

an important sector as the crime prevention and social se-

demonstrated excellent results. Examples of feature-based

curity become important issues. CCTV cameras are used

pedestrian detection techniques include the Adaboost algo-

for daytime surveillance system, and infrared cameras are

rithm

used for nighttime systems. When a person monitors many

studies about the pedestrian tracking algorithms such as

videos at the same time, the efficiency of surveillance de-

particle filters

[4]

[4]

[5]

and SVM(Support Vector Machine) . Also many
[6]

[7]

and Kalman-filters , have been conducted.

creases 45% after 12 minutes, and 95% after 22 minutes

However, pedestrian detection and tracking systems suffers

respectively. So, the development of intelligence video sur-

from false alarms due to occlusions of human body and

veillance systems which can replace the conventional sys-

dynamic changing of background and especially for

tems is important.

night-time environments.

There are many studies on object detection and tracking

We implement a pedestrian detection and tracking meth-

systems, but the performance of them are affected very

od which uses Adaboost algorithm and particle filter with

much by the changes of weather, lighting environment,

GPU and compare detection rate and processing speed with

rain, color of the objects. The contour and shadow of day-

CPU platform. We used infrared cameras for detection and

time image can be detected well. But, the feature detection

tracking of nighttime pedestrians.

of nighttime image is limited because of the low luminance
[5,6]

and high brightness of background

. In this paper, we

proposed a method which can enhance the features of
nighttime objects. After that, we developed the program
with the NVIDIA GPU on CUDA development environment and compared the calculation speed of the proposed
algorithm between GPU and CPU.

Ⅱ. Proposition of a pedestrian detection and
tracking algorithm

Studies about pedestrian detection and tracking with video
images are accomplished by many people, because detecting
and tracking of pedestrian is useful for many vision based
applications including visual surveillance, human computer
interfaces, traffic monitoring system, video compression and

그림 1. 제안하는 알고리즘의 흐름도

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm
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그림 2. Adaboost 알고리즘의 검출 단계

Fig. 2. The stage of Adaboost algorithm

Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed algorithm.

reduces computations significantly, and can be applied for

The detection phase is performed by a cascade classifier

real-time video analysis systems. Since boosting is used to

with Haar-like feature and Tracking phase is performed by

select features for classifier, the detection is applicable to

a particle filter with HSV-histogram feature.

additional object classes.

We used two kinds of methods for detection and tracking
of pedestrians. For the first method, the features of pedestrians are extracted by Adaboost algorithm which uses
Haar-like features. And then, the pedestrians and background are separated by the cascade classifier. For the second method, SVM(Support Vector Machine) training algorithm which uses HOG(Histogram of Oriented Gradient),
is used for the detection of pedestrians. And then, the pedestrians and background are separated by HOG classifier.
At the stage of pedestrians tracking after detection, pedes-

그림 3. Adaboost 알고리즘을 이용한 보행자 검출 과정

Fig. 3. Pedestrian detection flow with Adaboost algorithm

trians are detected by partical filter which uses the characteristics of HSV histogram.

Fig. 3 shows the flow diagram of pedestrian detection

In this paper, Adaboost algorithm is used to detect pe-

with Adaboost algorithm. Positive and negative samples are

destrians for surveillance at night. Adaboost algorithm is

generated from infrared images, and they are used for train-

introduced by Freund and Schapire. It solved many diffi-

ing the Adaboost algorithm. The Haar-like features of pedes-

culties of boosting algorithms and applied for many

trians from the training is stored to a XML file, and the pe-

applications.

destrians and background are separated by cascade classifier.

Fig. 2 shows the stage of Adaboost algorithm. This algo-

Particle filter is a typical method for predicting the state

rithm selects a set of features and train the classifier. The

of the non-linear system. It is widely used in many fields

classifier uses a cascade structure to reduce the number of

such as the signal processing, video processing and robot

features considered for each sub-window. This approach

engineering

[8-10]

. The objective of a particle filter is to esti-
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mate the posterior density of the state variables given the
observation variables. The particle filter is designed for a
hidden Markov Model, where the system consists of hidden
and observable variables
Particle filter is used to approximate the N samples
 

   
    ···  with weight from given
 

observation probability distribution. Where  denotes particles, and 
denotes the weights corresponding to each


그림 5. CPU와 GPU의 하드웨어 구조

Fig. 5. Hardware architecture of CPU and GPU

particle. At estimation step, each selected samples is changing as the propagation process, and 
of obtained samples


with CUDA cooperated with OpenCV. CUDA is one of

are calculated. At observation step, observation probability

the GPGPU technology which allows developers to pro-

which the similarity between the target and each sample, is

gram C language more easily and intuitively. CUDA gives

measured and each sample is weighted as the result.

developers direct access to the virtual instruction set and
memory of the parallel computational elements in CUDA
GPUs. GPUs have a parallel throughput architecture that

그림 4. 파티클 필터의 추적 단계

emphasizes executing many concurrent threads slowly,

Fig. 4. The tracking stage of particle filter

rather than executing a single thread very quickly[11]. The
CUDA platform is accessible to software developers

Fig. 4 shows the tracking stage of particle filter, and every stage is performed for every frame of image.

through CUDA-accelerated libraries.
The unit of program execution in CUDA is thread. It
gives the function block and grid for the management of

Ⅲ. Implementation with GPGPU

multiple threads. Multiple threads become a block, and
multiple blocks make a grid. It is called grid-block model.
CUDA program consists of CPU code and GPU code. CPU

GPU(Graphics Processing Unit) is a special processor

is host and GPU is device. The code which doses not need

designed to rapidly manipulate and alter memory and ac-

parallel processing is performed on the host, and the code

celerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended

which needs parallel processing is performed on the device.

[11]

for output to a display . GPU are used in embedded sys-

The device code is written in function form, and it is called

tems, mobile phones, personal computers, workstations,

as kernel. If the kernel is called from the host, the host

and game consoles. GPU has overwhelming computational

code stops execution and device code begin execution. At

speed than the CPU, and there are continuous effort to use

this time, a number of threads are created for parallel proc-

it for general purpose. This technique is called as

essing, and each thread perform the kernel

GPGPU(General Purpose GPU). Fig. 5 shows the hardware

compiling, NVCC(NVIDIA C Compiler) separates host

[14]

structures of CPU and GPU .

[14,15]

. When

and device codes, and general C compiles the host code

In this paper, the parallel processing program for detect-

and NVCC compiles the device code. A grid can be con-

ing and tracking pedestrian at nighttime was developed

sisted in one dimension, two dimension, or three dimension
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of blocks. A block can be consisted in one dimension, two

processing and CPU program.

dimension, or three dimension of threads.

Ⅳ. Experiment of

pedestrian detection and
tracking

Some videos of KISA(Korea Internet and Security
Agency) dataset are used to compare the performance of
nighttime pedestrian detection and tracking algorithm.
KISA dataset was developed for the performance evaluation of intelligent CCTV. It includes scenarios such as loitering and intrusion taken at alley, playground, local facility and cultural property. The resolutions of videos are
1280×720 taken with the HD CCTV cameras. In this paper,
the detection and tracking was carried out with videos
down sampled 480×320 resolution.

그림 6. CUDA 쓰레드 계층

Fig. 6. The thread layer of CUDA

1. Training of Adaboost and SVM algorithm

Fig. 6 shows the structure of block which is consisted

For the training of Adaboost and SVM algorithm, we

in a number of threads, and grid which is consisted in

used 1,000 positive images and 3,000 negative images. We

blocks. Each host and device has separate memory space

took the positive and negative training images from the in-

in CUDA[14]. To execute the kernal in device, host has to

frared camera for nighttime surveillance.

allocate data to the device memory. And host has to move

Fig. 7 shows sample images of positive infrared pedes-

the processed data from the device to the host. We com-

trian dataset. Figure (a) is for front face images and (b)

pared the speed of pedestrian detection from GPU parallel

is for side face images.

(a) Front face images

그림 7. 적외선 긍정 영상 예

Fig. 7. Sample of the positive infrared image dataset

(b) Side face images
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그림 8. 적외선 부정 영상 예

Fig. 8. Sample of infrared images for negative dataset.

Fig. 8 shows sample of infrared images for negative

uses Haar-like features, and the pedestrian detection was

dataset. Negative training images are used to decrease de-

performed by the cascade classifier. At second, features are

tection error. The images which do not have any relation

extracted by SVM which uses HOG features, and the pe-

with the object, is better for the negative training images.

destrian detection was performed by the HOG classifier.
Videos used in the detection simulation are divided into

2. The result of pedestrian detection

near, middle and far according to CCTV camera position
at each place. Near, middle and far videos were captured

We performed pedestrian detection experiment for alley,

by the CCTV cameras about 10, 20 and 30 m distance from

playground, local facilities, and cultural properties.

the position of the event, respectively. Fig. 9 shows some

Pedestrian detections were performed by two methods. At

samples of the detection results at alley and playground.

first, features are extracted by Adaboost algorithm which

In this figure, detected pedestrians are denoted as rec-

(a) Near image at alley

(b)Middle distance image at alley

(c) Near image at play ground

(d) Middle distance image at alley

그림 9. 보행자 검출 영상 예

Fig. 9. Sample images of pedestrian detection
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tangular box. Table 1 shows the result of pedestrian de-

fier, HSV-histogram feature is used for pedestrian tracking

tection for loitering scenario at some places. From the re-

under the particle filter framework. Fig. 10 shows some

sult, we could see that the pedestrians who are in long dis-

samples of the tracking results for alley scenarios. In this

tance can’t be detected. The order of detection rate was

figures, pedestrian tracking are denoted as ellipse box.

near distance, far distance and middle distance. As results

Point in the ellipse box is number of particle and particle

of simulations, the detection performances were degraded

distribution.

because Haar-like or HOG features are blurred with dis-

4. Comparison of processing speed between
GPU and CPU

tance as shown in fig. 9 (b) and (d).

표 1. 다양한 시나리오에 대한 보행자 검출 결과

Table 1. The result of pedestrian detection for various scenarios

We used the CUDA that is parallel processing language

Location

Number of
frame

Detected
frame

Detection
rate(%)

in order to improve the video-based object detection and

Alley(near)
Alley(mid)
Alley(far)
Playground(near)
Playground(mid)
Playground(far)
Local facility(near)
Cultural property(near)
Cultural property(far)

2,199
2,308
2,510
1,576
1,725
1,803
2,079
2,358
2,547

1,590
1,140
687
1,176
1,190
842
1,261
1,644
427

82.43
49.39
27.37
74.62
68.99
46.70
60.65
89.40
16.76

tracking processing time. A video of Loitering KISA data-

3. The result of Pedestrian Tracking
After detecting the pedestrian with the Adaboost classi-

그림 10. 골목길 시니라오 대한 보행자 추적 결과

set taken at the alley is used to compare processing speed
with GPU and CPU. Fig. 11 shows parallel processing results, where the image (a) is from CPU and image (b) is
from GPU. Table 2 is the result of calculation speed comparison between CPU and GPU with Haar-like feature and
HOG respectively. From the result, we could see that the
processing speed of GPU is 6.4 times faster than that of
CPU for cascade classifier with Haar-like feature. For the
HOG descriptor, GPU was 5.4 times faster than CPU.

Fig. 10. The result of pedestrian tracking for alley scenario
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(a) Image from GPU

(b) Image from CPU

그림 11. GPU와 CPU의 처리 속도 비교

Fig. 11. The comparison of the processing speed between GPU and CPU

표 2. CPU와 GPU의 계산 속도 비교

cause this application needs lots of computation. In the fu-

Table 2. Comparison of the calculation speed between CPU and GPU
Algorithm

CPU(ms)

GPU(ms)

Haar-like feature

196.94

30.63

HOG Descriptor

389.38

71.89

Ⅳ. Conclusions

ture study, we will improve the degradation of detection
rate according to the distance and the performance evaluation will carried out with various dataset.
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